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Abstract

In connection with the site investigation in Forsmark Geocon AB densified in 2002 the height 
system and the vertical geodetic network in the investigation area, and as a result of this also 
connected the Forsmark site investigation area to the Swedish reference frame. The coordinates 
of the new points are presented in the horizontal network RT90 2.5 gon V and in the vertical 
network RHB70.
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Sammanfattning

I samband med Forsmarks platsundersökning har Geocon AB under år 2002 förtätat stom- 
punkter och höjdfixar i det aktuella undersökningsområdet och i samband därmed anslutit 
Forsmarks platsundersökningsområde till rikets nät. Koordinaterna för de nyetablerade 
mätpunkterna är levererade i RT90 2,5 gon V respektive RHB70.
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1 Introduction

In order to ensure good quality in location surveys in the Forsmark site investigation area, 
Geocon AB was commissioned by SKB to conduct GPS-measurements and levelling of trigono-
metrical points. The trigonometrical network was established in accordance with the system 
RT90 2.5 gon V 0: –15 and the height system RHB90.  

The work was carried out in accordance with Activity Plan AP PF 400-04-010, see Table 1-1. 
The Activity Plan is an internal controlling document at SKB. Since the work was carried out 
at an early stage of the site investigations, all controlling documents were not yet established. 
The instructions for performing the work were therefore communicated verbally in meetings 
between Geocon AB and SKB during the spring 2002. At a later stage the governing directives 
were formalized in the Activity Plan, which hence is dated after the actual work was done.  
No method description existed at the time of the activity. 

The report* was originally written by Geocon AB in September 2002 and was delivered as a 
folder, containing tables and a description of the methodology. 

The report was revised in 2008 by Ulf Brising at Sweco Position AB for fitting it to the format 
of SKB P-reports. The original report was thereby converted in order to make the disposition 
and contents conform to the demands on P-reports. The content of the original report has been 
changed only when imperative to attain compliance with the structural standard for P-reports. 
Data or other facts have not been changed. New maps and figures have been inserted in the 
report, and the original tables and drawings have been scanned and are included to this report as 
Appendices. Prior to the present report in English an identical report was written in Swedish /1/. 
The translation to English was performed by Johan Nissen, Malå Geoscience AB.

Original data from the reported activity are stored in the primary database Sicada, where they 
are traceable by the Activity Plan number (AP PF 400-04-010). Only data in SKB’s databases 
are accepted for further interpretation and modelling. The data presen ted in this report are 
regarded as copies of the original data. Data in the databases may be revised, if needed. Such 
revisions will not necessarily result in a revision of the P-report, although the normal procedure 
is that major data revisions entail a revision of the P-report. Minor data revisions are normally 
presented as supplements, available at www.skb.se.

A list of the nomenclature used in this report is given in Table 1-2.

* Jureskog P-Å 2002. S1020, Stomnätsinmätning i plan och höjd vid PLU Forsmark. Unpublished report.

Table 1-1. Controlling document for performance of the activity.

Activity Plan Number Version
Upprättande av riksnätanslutet stomnät i plan 
och höjd för Fors marks undersökningsområde

AP PF 400-04-010 1.0

http://www.skb.se
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Table 1-2. Nomenclature used in this report.

Term Term (in Swedish) Explanation*

Trigonometrical 
network 

Stomnät A series of points whose relative positions and elevations 
are known.

Triangulation network Riksnät,  
rikets nät

A survey network in which the survey stations are triangula-
tion stations and the lines represent adjusted distances or 
directions.

Trigonometrical point Stompunkt A point belonging to a trigonometrical network.
Triangulation station Triangelpunkt A point representing the physical location or site at which, 

from which, or to which observations have been made. 
Stations are also classified according to their order of 
importance: base station, principal station, supplementary 
station, etc.

Bench mark Fixpunkt,  
höjdfix

A relatively permanent, natural or artificial, material object 
bearing a marked point whose elevation is known.

Second-order  
survey point

Referenspunkt A point belonging to a geodetic survey of next-to-the-
highest order of accuracy and precision.

Third-order  
survey point

Brukspunkt A point belonging to a geodetic survey of lower order of 
accuracy and precision.

Surveying Inmätning Measuring distances, angles, heights, etc to determine the 
relative locations of points on the Earth.

Base line Baslinje A surveyed line established with more than usual care to 
which surveys are referred for coordination and correlation.

Triangulation  
adjustment

Utjämning Determining, from a set of measured distances and angles, 
another set of distances and angles between points of 
a triangulation network, or the coordinates of the points 
of the network, in such a way that values calculated for 
the derived set for the measured distances and angles 
agree with those values in some specified, “best” manner. 
The “best” agree ment is usually taken to be that which 
minimizes the sum of the squares of the differences 
between the original set of values and the set of values 
calculated from the derived set. Therefore, the method of 
least squares is used for most adjustments.

Levelling Avvägning The process of finding vertical distances, or elevations, 
from a selected equipotential surface to points on the 
Earth’s surface, or of finding differences of elevation.

Levelling profile Avvägningståg Determining elevations at closely spaced points along  
a line, in order to determine the profile of the ground.

Level network Höjdnät A network of level lines.

* Explanations partly based upon: National Geodetic Survey 1981. Geodetic glossary.  
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS-Proxy/Glossary/xml/NGS_Glossary.xml. “September 2008”.
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2 Method

The methods applied to connect the Forsmark site investigation area to the Swedish reference 
frame was GPS-measurements for positioning and geodetic levelling for height determinations.

2.1 GPS-measurements
In order to establish the new trigonometrical points, a number of triangulation points in the 
national reference frame were needed. Four triangulation points, located around the Forsmark 
site investigation area, were selected as the origin for surveying with GPS. The locations of 
the four points, which are denoted (12)8661, (12)8891, (13)8061 and (13)8080, are shown in 
Figure 2-1. The coordinates of the triangulation points were supplied by the National Land 
Survey of Sweden (Lantmäteriet). In the following text the part of the triangulation point 
numbers given inside parenthesis are excluded.

Figure 2-1. The location of the four triangulation stations around the Forsmark site investigation area.
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2.1.1 Implementation
For the GPS-measurements single frequency as well as dual frequency receivers have been 
used. All measurements were static, which implies that the GPS antenna was mounted on a 
stand and centered at each measuring position. The measurements were conducted by eight 
receivers, and the measuring time was at least one hour at each location. 

The surveying of the new second-order and third-order survey points was connected to the four 
triangulation points in the national reference frame. The new points were surveyed together with 
the four triangulation points in several rounds, each including four new points. The measure-
ments were conducted from the outer part of the site investigation area towards the central part.

The surveying of the new second-order and third-order survey points was connected to the four 
triangulation points in the national reference frame. The new points were surveyed together with 
the four triangulation points in several rounds, each including four new points. The measure-
ments were conducted from the outer part of the site investigation area towards the central part.

In total ten new second-order survey points were surveyed, and they are all marked with bolts in 
outcrops. These reference points are denoted 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 
1009 and 1010, see Figure 2-2. The nine new third-order survey points are marked with either  
a bolt in an outcrop, a bolt in a block or a covered pipe in the soil. They are denoted 1101, 1102, 
1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1201 and 1202 (Figure 2-2). The points 1201 and 1202 were 
already marked before commencement of the activity described in this report. 

Figure 2-2. The location of the ten new second-order survey points and the nine new third-order  
survey points.
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Figure 2-3. Second-order survey point 1002 together with the stick containing the identity information.

The new points have preferably been established close to roads and visible outcrops or large 
boulders. All the points surveyed are marked with an orange stick, containing the identity of the 
point, as shown in Figure 2-3. 

The calculations were performed in the software GeoGenius 2000. Baselines with length 
and directional information have been calculated between the surveyed points. Afterwards a 
triangulation adjustment with a fixed point was conducted in order to check the baselines. The 
fixed points were then locked, and the final adjustment was performed. 

2.2 Levelling
The heights of the bench marks and the points measured with GPS were calculated using 
geodetic level

2.2.1 Implementation
A digital level Leica DNA 03 with 4 m levelling staffs was used. The levelling was conducted as 
a double-run survey, implying that all measurements were conducted in both directions. 
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In the levelling the bench marks (138)0601, (138)0606, (128)8607 and (128)9603 were used as 
references, see Figure 2-4. These are connected to RHB70, and their height values were  
supplied by the National Land Survey of Sweden (Lantmäteriet). 

Levelling was performed on all the new points, together with two old points (denoted 86109 and 
86112 in the local Forsmark TU-system). Two new bench marks (denoted 5101 and 5102 in this 
report) were established and marked with a bolt in a block.

The levelling was performed along two primary routes and nine secondary routes in order to 
cover all points. All levelling was done along roads in the area. In order to connect the primary 
and secondary routes, four intermediate points (denoted D1, I1, H1 and M3) were established. 
These intermediate points are not included in the delivery.

The primary routes were leveled along the following path (see Figure 2-5):  
(138)0606-1001-1002-(138)0601-86112-86109-1202-1102-D1-5101-(128)9603 and  
5101-1005-I1-H1-5102-1006-(128)8607.

The shorter secondary routes were leveled along the following path (Figure 2-5):  
86109-1003, 1202-1101-1201, D1-1004, I1- M3-1009-1010, M3-1103-1104, H1-1107, H1-1008, 
5102-1105-1106 and 5102-1007.

Figure 2-4. The location of the fixed points for height in the national reference frame, together  
with the new bench marks. 
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Figure 2-5. The levelling routes. Blue color indicates primary routes and yellow indicates  
secondary routes. 
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3 Result

The results for the surveyed points have been inserted into SKB's database Sicada, where they 
can be traced by the Activity Plan number (AP PF 400-04-010). All results are presented as 
print-outs in Appendices 1 to 7. The coordinates and heights are listed in Table 3-1.

3.1 Height of points measured by GPS
The delivered height values are based on the results of the levelling, and not on the height 
results of the GPS-measurements. The reason for this is the fact that the height from GPS is 
based on another height system than the national reference frame RHB70. 

Table 3-1. Coordinates (RT90 2.5 gon V) and elevation (RHB70) of the surveyed points.

Idcode Alias Northing (m) Easting (m) Elevation (m.a.s.l.)

PFM102249 1001 6701362.581 1632367.392 1.510
PFM102250 1002 6701346.285 1632048.850 3.417
PFM102251 1003 6699758.287 1630743.981 5.943
PFM102252 1004 6698786.604 1631228.666 6.910
PFM102253 1005 6697890.962 1632403.218 8.021
PFM102254 1006 6696470.787 1633989.697 8.794
PFM102255 1007 6697602.976 1635403.976 6.207
PFM102256 1008 6698450.739 1634482.169 6.677
PFM102257 1009 6698933.035 1633467.781 7.903
PFM102258 1010 6699750.233 1632620.223 5.551
PFM102259 1101 6699598.754 1631343.374 2.418
PFM102260 1102 6699417.718 1631333.451 4.074
PFM102261 1103 6698733.075 1633190.272 6.137
PFM102262 1104 6698752.457 1633300.765 9.714
PFM102263 1105 6697857.955 1634651.535 7.273
PFM102264 1106 6697871.366 1634565.121 4.582
PFM102265 1107 6698014.475 1634411.824 2.612
PFM102266 1201 6699585.900 1631394.914 2.549

PFM102267 1202 6699539.512 1631321.584 5.080
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3.2 Data files
Together with the original report, delived by Geocon 2002, a number of data files on a CD were 
delivered. This CD is stored in SKB’s archive. Below the references from the original report to 
the data files on the CD are listed:

•	 The	equalization	in	height	is	contained	in	Geo-files	with	the	file	suffix	.lna	and	.rep.

•	 The	length	of	the	polygons	used	in	the	levelling	is	contained	in	a	file	denoted	“Tåglängder”.

•	 The	point	identities	used	during	the	levelling	is	contained	in	a	file	denoted	“Tillfälliga	
punktnummer”.	

•	 The	equalized	height	values	are	contained	in	a	file	denoted	”Avvägda	höjder”.	

•	 The	sessions	of	the	GPS-measurements	are	contained	in	a	file	denoted	“Sessioner	 
GPS-mätning”.	

•	 The	equalized	coordinates	from	the	GPS-measurements	are	contained	in	a	file	denoted	
“Koordinater”.
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